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Look carefully at this man.
His face is void of any
happiness. He is really sad
and dejected. His is spiritless. His lips and jaws are
locked very hard out of
anger as if he had a severe
jaw-locking disease.
Now, if I tell you, “Actually
he is Neil Armstrong, the
Neil Armstrong, “The First Moon-landing Hero”.
First Moon-landing Hero”,
you probably would react in
shock, “Gee! . . . How come?” You wouldn’t believe me, that he is indeed
Armstrong, because your expectations are lofty high for any moon-landing hero.
As moon-landing hero, you would expect him to be cheery and triumphant? Then,
there’s something wrong with Armstrong. Don’t go, we shall solve the puzzle later.
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You’re very familiar with this
man. He’s Colonel Bezabh
Petros,
as
he
is
photographed
by
his
captors Eritrean Peoples
Liberation Front, in their
base area in Sahel, Eritrea.
Now, let’s examine carefully
his portrait. Does he look
POW? No. Does he look
dirty or shabby? No. Does
he look stressed? No.

“The first and the last to be captured in Eritrea was on April 12, 1984”.
Colonel Bezabh Petros

Bezabh appears perfect with
his tidy shirt and T-shirt.
The T-Shirt is unusually white as Chinese porcelain. Bez is fresh with no signs of
sweating. He’s cleanly shaven and he radiates shinny face.
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Though the photograph was taken in Sahel, Bez appears he was in Nyala Hotel,
Asmara not in the dusty and dirty Sahel of EPLF. From an espionage perspective,
the overly perfection of Bez is mismatch to the rebel’s Sahel. Like Armstrong’s,
there’s something wrong with Bez. Don’t go, we shall solve the puzzle later.
THE SECRET MISSION OF APOLLO 11
Astronauts Neil Armstrong, Buzz Aldrin and Michael Collins had a secret Apollo 11
mission. Their mission was not to travel deep into space to reach the moon and
land on it.
Their mission was
to launch their
space vehicle to
earth’s outer limit
in the space, orbit
around the earth
and return back to
the surface.

Neil Armstrong (L), Michael Collins (C) and Buzz Aldrin (R) of the fake Apollo 11.
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Upon completion of Apollo’s mission, the Command Module would splash onto
Pacific Ocean, where US Navy vessels would pick it up. Then, the mission is over.
Apollo 11 would be launched to earth’s outer limits in the space, which is only
about 500 KM of distance. It’s about the same distance where Russia’s Sputnik
satellite orbited the earth in 1957. Apollo never went deep into space to reach the
moon. The distance from earth to the moon is 384,000 KM.
On April 12, 1984, Colonel Bezabh Petros was in operational sortie, bombing EPLF
strongholds along Nakfa Frontline. In the operation, his low flying MIG-23 was hit
by EPLF anti aircraft calibre. The MIG-23 started to burn up in the sky, as it was
oriented toward the area controlled by the Ethiopian army around Nakfa Frontline.
Shortly after, it crashed to the ground in the area controlled by the Ethiopian army.
Bezabh parachuted from the burning MIG in the area controlled by EPLF.
Immediately, EPLF fighters rushed to the site where he parachuted to the ground
and they captured him along with his survival kit, communication radio and his
chute.
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The triumphant EPLF quickly vanished from the area with their highly prized POW
and all his accessories and the chute. They left no trace of him. Moments later
Ethiopian rescue choppers could be seen hovering over the horizon, busy
searching for Bezabh. It was futile search; his captors had already secured him
and gone from the scene.
WHY HUMANS CAN’T GO DEEP INTO SPACE
In the space exploration, both the Americans and the Russians knew very well, it
was not possible to send humans deep into space. Humans would be exposed to
lethal doses of radiations from the solar flares if they travelled deep into space
without adequate and reliable protection.
If humans were to travel deep into space and return alive to earth, they would need
radiation protective box of lead, which is as thick as a tire of a truck. Only thick
enough of lead can adequately shield humans from the deadly solar radiations.
No rocket engine can ever lift up into space, a protective box of lead that weighs
several tons. Travelling deep into space beyond 1,000 KM from earth would render
humans to lethal levels of radiation. No American or Russian ever dared to it.
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Colonel Bezabh Petros shot down an advanced Russian made MIG-21 in 1977, in a
dogfight over the Ogaden, Eastern Ethiopia. The doomed MIG-21 belonged to the
government of Major General Mohammed Siad Barre of Somalia. In the dogfight,
Colonel Bezabh manned Northrop F-5E Tiger II, a US built fighter-interceptor.
Colonel Bezabh received medal of valour from Ethiopia’s leader, Lieutenant
Colonel Menghistu Hailemariam for his distinguished role in the air-to-air combat
over the Ogaden.
This was the time before the Ethiopian Air Force fully phased out the US supplied
jet fighters, which were delivered to the government of Emperor Haile Selassie,
before the Emperor was deposed by the military junta known us “Derg”.
THAT’S ONE SMALL STEP FOR MAN . . .
On July 24, 1969, while Apollo11 was orbiting around the earth at a distance of
only 500 KM, Mission Control Centre in Houston, Texas played on a video over a
giant TV screen, displaying “Armstrong landing for the first time on the moon.”
The video was a prefabricated video that was secretly shot on earth.
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Northrop F-5E Tiger II, US built fighter-interceptor. Colonel Bezabh Petros manned F-5E, as shown here in the dogfight
over the Ogaden were he scored a successful kill against Russian made MIG-21 of Somali Air Force, in 1977.
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MIG-21, Russian made fighter-bomber of Somali Air Force, the type that was shot down by
Colonel Bezabh’s US made F-5E.

Houston displayed to the world, a rudimentary and grainy black and white video
and the notorious audio record of Armstrong, “THAT’S ONE SMALL STEP FOR
MAN, GIANT LEAP FOR MAN KIND”. The fake video and audio of Apollo 11 was
fed as newscast to the global news network.
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SILENCER ONE

Once Mission Apollo 11 was
over,
Neil
Armstrong
became “self exiled” within
the confines of his home in
Cincinnati, Ohio.
From the day, “He returned
from the moon on July 1969
till his death on August 26,
2012, the pitiful Army lived
unhappy, lonely and boring
Army, For 43 years he was virtually dead on this damn earth.
life in Cincinnati. It was 43
years
of unhappiness,
NO valid fame . . . . NO genuine heroism . . . . NO TV shows . . . . NO interviews . . . .
NO speeches on universities . . . . NO moon-landing talk . . . . . NO book publishing
. . . . . NO carrying on of his profession as pilot or astronaut . . . . . NO world travels
. . . . NO travel to Africa . . . . NO travel to Kagnew Station in Asmara, Eritrea.
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NASA heavily restricted Army’s life and movements with endless NO, NO, NO, NO.
That is how the old man died on earth decades ago. He didn’t die in 2012. After
Army “returned from the moon”, Cincinnati became his Earth. That’s it!
That’s how NASA silenced Army in order to safeguard the big secret. Yes, he is
the biggest liar in the world. May God give him credits for the brutal Man’s Law he
suffered, while he was on earth.

SILENCER TWO

Shall continue on Batch No. 3
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